AAPA 2019 VIRGINIA
REVOLUTIONIZING AMERICA'S FIRST PORT
Uber Freight
2.2M  Mattresses
461M  Razors
3.3B  Cans of beer
3K MARKET HEADWINDS

AVERAGE DRIVER AGE INCREASING

55

FLEET DRIVER TURNOVER

98%

More than 3,000 truck drivers have lost their jobs in 2019

By Rachel Premack

Aug. 24, 2019
As the transportation ‘bloodbath’ unfolds, here’s the full list of bankrupt trucking companies.

Over capacity and the freight recession of 2019

By Kevin Hill

Aug. 14, 2019
The first half of 2019 the freight market has been in a freight recession.
Our industry is undergoing a massive digital transformation.
Reactionary
Trusted partner

Reliable
24/7 access to 500,000 drivers in our network

Flexible
Our app is able to instantaneously re-book and still deliver on time

Transparent
Visibility and control over your supply chain in real-time
Launched in Manhattan in 2012

15B Trips
26B Miles
700 Cities
63 Countries
Carrier Experience

01. Browse → Book → Go

02. Rate + Review

03. Upload → Reload → Go
Browse → Book → Go

01.
Rate + Review

02.

How was your pickup?
Mon, Dec 17 at Fresh Springs Inc.
Dallas, TX

How was your pickup?
Mon, Dec 17 at Fresh Springs Inc.
Dallas, TX

Additional Notes:
Loved how professional everyone at this facility was. It's so nice feeling respected!

Your review will help us improve pickups and dropoffs for you and other drivers.

Rate pickup

Thanks for your rating!
Upload → Reload → Go
Fleet Experience

01. Post → Match → Book

02. Assign → Manage → Reload
2 to 2,000+

Driver list

Assigning a driver

Driver receiving a dispatch
2 to 2,000+
24
280+ Drivers view a load on average

99% Tender acceptance

Intelligent network

Dry Van surge pricing during 2018
Self healing network
Bundles

25% Reduced deadhead

436 On-Trip Miles
85 Deadhead Miles
2 Loads
1 Bundle
Partnership
Shipper Platform
Receiver tools
Direct Connect

EDI
Uber Freight
TMS
API
API

375K
API calls

< 5s
Response time
Accelerating every touchpoint creates a more efficient market.

Instant coverage
Innovative marketplace intelligence

Trusted supply chain partner

Largest virtual fleet

Reliable

Flexible

Transparent